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BSD Sockets Programming from a Multi-Language Perspective is written  for software developers who need to create a variety of network applications. It  begins by detailing the efficient and effective uses of the BSD Sockets API for  networked application development in multiple languages. From there the BSD API  is covered in detail and the purpose of each function and socket option is  identified, including the advanced behavior side-effects of each. Having a  thorough understanding of these issues and techniques is often the difference  between being a novice and professional network application developer.  Optimizing networked applications and avoiding common pitfalls are also  addressed.

After the solid foundational coverage of the Sockets API in Part I, Part II  investigates it from a variety of language perspectives. Using six different  languages in all, including imperative languages (C), object-oriented languages  (Java), and scripting languages (Perl), you learn the advantages and  disadvantages of each languages as they relate to the development of networked  applications and sockets API.

Finally, in Part III, a set of software patterns is discussed for each  language. Patterns include a simple HTTP server and SMTP client, and various  Sockets communication styles (stream, datagram, multicast, and broadcast). These  patterns can be used as the basis for more complex applications or to give you a  quick-start when building networked applications. The patterns also illuminate  the differences between the network APIs for each language and identify how  certain languages make patterns simple and others make them complex.
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The General Theory of Relativity: A Mathematical ApproachCambridge University Press, 2021

	The book aims to expound the general theory of relativity with a mathematical point of view. Catering to the needs of postgraduate students and researchers in the field of astrophysics and mathematical physics, it offers the readers a comprehensive understanding of the advanced topics of the subject matter. It specifically discusses the...
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A First Course in Statistics for Signal AnalysisBirkhauser, 2010

	This self-contained and user-friendly textbook is designed for a first, one-semester course in statistical signal analysis for a broad audience of students in engineering and the physical sciences. The emphasis throughout is on fundamental concepts and relationships in the statistical theory of stationary random signals, which are explained...
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Perl: The Complete ReferenceMcGraw-Hill, 2001
The Most Comprehensive Perl Resource Available!

Learn all you need to know about Perl from this definitive, hands-on reference. Perl expert Martin Brown will walk you through everything--from the basics of writing your first script and understanding Perl’s syntax to the complexities of processing data, communicating with external...
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Absolute Beginner's Guide to Corel WordPerfect 11Que, 2003
Whether you're new to WordPerfect or upgrading from a previous version, Absolute Beginner's Guide to WordPerfect 11 teaches you what you need to know to get right to work!  This fun to read and easy to understand book starts with the basics, helping you build a foundation of knowledge so that you can be confident and comfortable using...
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Emerging Environmental TechnologiesSpringer, 2008
With increasing attention being paid to the changing environment and the underlining reasons from the change, scientists are working at a faster pace to invent technologies that could have a positive impact. This book exclusively focuses on the technologies that would be in the forefront in near to far future. Each and every article in the book is...
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Agent Technologies and Web Engineering: Applications and SystemsInformation Science Publishing, 2009

	In recent years, the emerging field of agent technologies has become mainstream in Web engineering. With constant field developments and updates, a reference source is needed that reflects the increased scope of agent technology application domains and development practices and tools.
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